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Our tagline “A.S.K. Beyond
Academic Excellence”
epitomises our focus – not just
academic. “A.S.K.” signifies
Attitude, Skills and Knowledge.
Welcome, dear readers! To the first Axcel
International school’s Student Magazine. Yes, this
magazine’s main purpose is to portray the
beauty and wondrous time of students in this
school. Thus, you can find the yearly activities
that are organized and the opinions of students
about those programs. We needed to have this
platform to nurture students to write their
thoughts and experiences of the school. Hence,
this magazine was specially designed and written
by our amazing batch of Axcel students. Have an
awesome time as you glance and scroll through.
Thank you for reading. Enjoy!
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Founder, Wynce Low
I can't turn back time on my traditional education but I can make it better for the generations that come after
me. Having worked in the banking industry for 20 years, I felt compelled to start Axcel even though I was
enjoying a comfortable and lucrative career in the banking industry. I know from experience that education
as we know it, does not address the key factors for success. It is not about cramming and regurgitating facts or
the 'fall in line' type discipline. The new world needs an innovative mindset and people who step up to the
plate to solve problems be it to be of great value to your employer or to make the world a better place.
Axcel focuses on what matters most. Our Next Futurist program teaches our students the innovative mindset.
Not so much the latest technological trends but using technology in new ways and combinations that solves a
new problem. Our Character First program intends to enable our students to fall back on the winning formula
of being independent and self-motivating so they can always navigate past challenges. The world is filled with
unexpected challenges like the Covid-19 pandemic. Thankfully, we coped by adopting online learning and
had resumed lessons in school for more optimal face to face learning. Well done!
There is much to learn from those who come before you. Why make mistakes when you can learn from
other's mistakes? For this reason, we are very proud to collaborate with real world entrepreneurs and
professionals to realize the Inspiring Guru program. My personal aspiration is to teach a person to fish, and
through my teachers have a wider impact on preparing the next generation. I believe that in your midst, there
will be future Lee Chong Wei(s), Steve Job(s) and Jack Ma(s). Axcel strives to produce excellent individuals.

From the principal’s desk…
I am proud to be the principal of Axcel International School because each of the student in
this school makes me proud. From the inception of Axcel, I have had the privilege of seeing
each child grow in confidence both intellectually and socially, respectful of others and ready
to meet the challenges of the next stages in their lives in an ever-changing world. A robust
academic programme executed by a team of teachers who are excited about education and
who care deeply about their students and the bespoke Axcel program, which equips and
empowers our students with life skills to operate as effective members of society in an active
and constructive way is what sets this school apart from others.
The quest to make every student an engaged learner in an environment which they feel
secure is what motivates me to continue my work in Axcel. I envision Axcel to be a school in
which each child will grow and flourish day after day and reach their potential, albeit at a
different pace. Every child needs a little help and someone who believes in them to succeed.
Inside every child is a rainbow waiting to shine. As the principal of Axcel International School,
I believe that every child can learn. Every child can shine.
Sincerely,
Susan Koh
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Greetings, I am Ms Jenny Mak, Principal II of Axcel. I believe that one way we truly
stand out in comparison to other international schools is our focus on Attitude,
Skills and Knowledge. Seeing as students spend most of their day in school, this
gives us the perfect opportunity to build their academic foundation and at the
same time, hone their skills on aspects they may not learn from a textbook. In
terms of studies, our teachers take a very hands-on approach to deliver lessons.
This ensures the content delivered is understood rather than just memorised.
Each student has the opportunity to express their views knowing it is a safe
space. Besides, we take pride in putting character first, whereby students learn
the soft skills and communicative competences to conduct themselves in a
polished and dignified manner. We build their confidence by giving them the
chance to lead multiple projects and events. These are some of the various
efforts we make to produce well-rounded individuals. Ultimately, our goal is to
make sure our students step out into the real world as functioning members of
society ready to contribute their two cents and find success in respective fields.
It is my wish that all students not only enjoy but thrive in this learning
environment.
Time flies, it has now been four years since we stepped foot
into this school. Throughout the years, many awesome
memories were created in this school. We as a team
overcame plenty of challenges thrown to us. Moreover we
had the opportunity to handle events such as Public
Speaking in our school. After going through thick and thin,
now is the time for us to bid farewell to this school. Looking
back, there were many opportunities given to us to grow
and learn, where we are forever grateful for that. Thanks to
the school, we can now be independent and make better
choices for our own. As we leave our alma mater to pursue
our own goals, we wish that everyone will continue to strive
for the best. Bon Voyage!
Y11 Students,
Emily Yeong
Celisa Yong
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Next Futurist
Axcel has always shown great interest in
looking forward, where the Next Futurist
program is to discover possibilities of
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Dear Program
In

Axcel,

the

importance

of

reading

is

recognized and taken seriously for students to
understand the real value of reading. With the
DEAR

(Drop

Everything

and

Read)

program

conducted weekly, students tend to pick up the
habit of reading and open their minds to a
whole new world of imagination. “ With the
help of this program, I have gotten the great
opportunity

to

build

and

grow

my

comprehension skill a little by little without me
realizing,” said Liew Kang Zhen 10 Mercury.
Alvin See from year 7 says it has widened his
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and

given

him

the

chance to be a better person. In this program,
the hope is to teach and educate the students
through reading.
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Character First
Character First is a program that helps students to develop their character through activities. In
2020, students have learnt 3 characters which are Gentleness, Punctuality and Hospitality.
Gentleness. So, what is gentleness? It is defined as showing consideration and personal concern for
others. Through this, students learn about gentleness by making a 3D Chinese New Year paper art
with family and did a group presentation on how to show gentleness at different places such as
classroom, school, dining hall, living room, etc. through performing skits. Chun Wei, a year 10
student, said it has taught him to be more vigilant and caring towards others. Punctuality is defined
as showing esteem for others by doing the right thing at the right time. Students studied
punctuality in different countries and created digital comic or digital storyboards to summarise this
topic.Hospitality is when we practice sharing food, shelter, or even conversation to benefit others
with a cheerful heart. To practice this character, students were given a list of hospitality actions
which they have to complete as many hospitality actions as possible in order to win the game
“BINGO” (where actions are formed). With this in place, it helped the students to practice
hospitality in their lives if not,remember as part of their journey learning.Jia Xuan a year 7 student
said, “Students can learn new characters and values which later can be applied to in their daily
lives.”

AXCEL
PROGRAM
DIGITIAL
CHARITY
BAZAAR
In September of 2020, Axcel International School had organized a very meaningful project. It
was an unforgettable experience for plenty of students. This was the 4th consecutive year that
Axcel held a Charity Bazaar despite the current situation of Covid-19. Bearing in mind to keep
the social distancing rule, the school decided to take a totally different approach by making it
digital, where all the advertising, promotion, purchasing, and the transaction was done
online.Although it made us so busy, it was truly a worthwhile experience. I myself gained and
learned how to organize my ‘venture fund’ wisely. I also got the chance to build up my own
product and learn how to promote my product on a bigger scale. Furthermore, students got
the opportunity to learn the hardships of having a business and working in a team. For me, I
had good teammates, where we shared the same goals and strengths. Digital Charity Bazaar
2020 was a huge success where the students managed to carry out all their tasks in the given
time period without fail. We wish to thank all the parents who gave amazing cooperation to
their children and the school.Our hopes through this project to help those in need and speak
using our actions rather than using our words. Jing Tong 7A
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International

School

believes

that

good

communication and presentation skills are valuable in
the corporate business world. Thus, all students from
Year 7 to Year 11 are encouraged to participate and
speak on their topic of interest in front of their
classmates.As

seen

in

the

pictures,

the

TED

talk

competition was organized through Google Meet and
was managed by the respective teachers. Competitors
were selected by their teachers and were given time
to record their ted talk. On that day, I watched
different speakers from Year 7 till Year 10 giving a
variety

of

interesting

topics

during

the

Axcel

Program. At the end of the period, time was allocated
for students to vote for their favorite ted talk speaker
through google sheet.

I felt inspired by their variety

of topics chosen to speak on. They truly made me
want to improve and challenge myself for next year's
Ted- talk event. This has encouraged me to speak
fluently and confidently in front of an audience. It
has also boosted my communication skill and verbal
cues.-Jillian 8O
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Axcel International School stops at nothing to provide
the best for their students. The school held its first
Virtual Science Fair for all the students from 2nd
November to the 6th November 2020. This science
fair is normally held to guide us to appreciate science
subjects where we would be allowed to practice
writing down their observations as well as learning
the theory behind each experiment.A heaps of
activities took place during the science fair, such as
creating a science poster, learning and developing
their own Kahoot Quiz, and not forgetting the science
video production. It was astonishing to see the
students working in groups through online discussion
via Google Meet.All the students' work was extremely
fruitful and presented very clearly by the students to
their respective classes.

VIRTUAL
SCIENCE
FAIR

VIRTUAL
TRAVEL
FAIR

The lockdown was not able to stop Axcel International School from
traveling virtually around the world. Through the project-based
learning program, the school held its first Virtual Tour Fair 2020
from

9th

November

to

12th

November

2020.

Project-based

Learning is important in the learning process. It is touted to be the
approach and means to achieve 21st-century skills. The school held
this program to encourage students to learn, discover, and broaden
their minds to new cultures. Each class was given a country to
work on where we had to discover and explore the country in
depth.
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DIGITAL RISING
STAR

Students of Axcel International School shined
ever so brightly at the annual Axcel Rising Star
2020 held from the 11th November to 20th
November 2020.Due to the current lockdown
situation, Axcel Rising Star 2020 was organized
virtually with the help of all teachers. Students
were briefed and encouraged to choose the
talent of their choice to either perform live or
pre-recorded. All students were prompted to
join and portray their amazing talents either in
groups or solo performances.A talent show full
of surprises! In my opinion, this program held in
axcel international school is good exposure for
students, to experience a time of reflection of
what they wish to show, do, experience, or try. I
find it nice that students from different classes
or grades can pair or group up with whom they
wish to perform with as this lets them interact
with others as well as being able to do it in a
solo performance. Many students enrolled in
their wonderful talent videos for this
competition. Some of them were dancing,
singing, magic-trick, instrument performances,
poetry reading, sports, video making, and many
more. Overall I think that teachers have put in
a lot of effort planning this program even
though this time of the pandemic. It was a great
time to see the student’s dedication towards
their talents and bringing out the best of
themselves in the videos. Axcel has truly given a
huge and awesome platform for students to
express their talents and true selves. This
annual competition has always helped students
to build their self-esteem and confidence to a
whole new level.-Jenna Lee 8L

CNY THEME
DAY
Axcel International School welcomed the Year
of the Rat with a bang at the beginning of 2020.
Before the celebration day, the whole school
was grandly decorated with red Chinese New
Year mini lanterns and adorable rat displays
which were handcrafted by our very own
students. To add to the festive spirit, many
teachers and students came to school wearing
auspicious red-colored apparel to bring out the
grandeur of the Lunar New Year celebrations.

The day started with the students
assembling in their respective classes
followed by interacting and mingling with
the students from other classes by playing
games and conveying Chinese New Year
greetings and wishes. This was followed
by lunch at the cafeteria where the
students brought their own food including
steamboats to share with their peers.

Besides breathtaking traditional
dances performed by our inhouse talents, the school also
got to watch an exciting display
by the Lion Dance troupe.
Everyone played a part in
making the whole celebration
such a memorable and
enjoyable one!

English Week
Axcel had its own splendid English Week,
where a Spelling Bee competition was held in
school for the Year 7 students. 8 students out
of 75 participants from the Spelling Bee
competition were selected for the semi-finals.
The top 8 contestants competed on stage for
the finals, from which top 3 winners were
announced.
Students from Year 8 took part in a
debating contest. Teams pitted their
oratory and debating skills on various
topics. The team that presented their
argument with strong and valid points
convincingly won the debate.
The Year 9 students participated in
the Choral Speaking event. Each
class was provided a particular topic
where different parts were narrated
by the class. The challenging part of
this event is that the participants
needed to memorize their respective
scripts.
A Choral Singing event was held where the
senior students from Years 10 and 11 had
participated. In this event, each class was
required to sing in a choir formation. It can be
a challenge to sing as a group as it requires
synchronizing pitching and melody.

In conclusion, the English Week was successfully conducted and the students
enjoyed while learning to master their command of the English language.

Mother's Day
E-Card Making
On May 14th this year, students celebrated a very special day, which was Mother’s Day!
However due to the lockdown, we were unable to physically be in school, but it never
stopped us from creating an E-card for our beloved mother.

It was an amazing idea
because many of us in school
have this shy attitude of
expressing how we truly feel
to our loved ones. Axcel gave
us that opportunity to
express our emotions and
thoughts to our Mother on
this auspicious day. It was
truly the best way to show our
appreciation and gratitude to
our Mothers with this
program.
We also learned to create
and develop digital posters
with creative decorations. It
was extremely convenient for
those who did not have much
skill in drawing.

Malaysia Day

In conjunction with Malaysia’s Independence day, our
school had held a virtual Malaysia Day Celebration to
celebrate this special occasion. A simple introduction was
held through a slide presentation regarding Malaysia day.
Later on, the National Anthem was sung by all the students
as they gathered virtually through Google Meet. A student
representative read the Malaysian oath as the others
followed.

The celebration
was truly a
success, where
students were
actively taking part
and were having
an awesome time!

Each class from year 7 to
year 10 presented their part
to the whole school. Some
of their activities were
poetry reading, slides
presentation on Malaysia
Day, and recreating
Malaysia Day songs.

Teachers gave speeches
regarding the event while
students remained in class due to
the Covid-19. However, students
were also able to watch different
performances and presentations
made by other students from
different classes on Malaysian
culture and history. Before the
event ended, every pupil and
teacher sang Malaysia’s
Independence song to
commemorate this special day.

Mentor
Sharing

After a long pause on the Mentor
Sharing Programme, Axcel International
School officially reinitialized the amazing
program on August 14th, 2020 with
guest speaker Mr. Ross William and
another guest speaker on August 21st,
2020. Under the new CMCO conditions,
the Mentor Sharing Programme was held
through Google Meet live streaming.The
school lined up two very special guest
speakers with different aspects to inspire
students for their future. Mr. William
Ross, Managing Director and Head of
Digital Channels and Experience, Citibank
Hong Kong. Before this, he was the CEO
of Lazada Cross Border, where he was
responsible for the significant growth of
their cross-border marketplace. He has
also held many other senior positions.

The next guest speaker Mr. Ko Chuan
Zhen, is the CEO and Co-founder of Plus
Solar. Last year, he was awarded the
prestigious EY’s Emerging Entrepreneur of
the Year 2019 and Young Entrepreneur of
the Year under the Star Outstanding
Business Award. He has won many awards
for being a successful entrepreneur in
renewable solar energy. Students were
astonished by his achievements and asked
for tips on how to be a successful
The school is dedicated to inviting more
Entrepreneur.
senior leaders from the industry to share their
insight and knowledge with the students.

Genius Hour

As an initiative to encourage students to start
working independently on their, Axcel International
school established an amazing activity called
Genius Hour held from 30th October to 17th
November 2020.
The genius hour project was
mainly introduced for the students
to discover and explore their own
passion. We researched and spent
a minimum of an hour per week on
their project, where we had to
record the time we utilized for this
particular project.

Thanks to this activity, I found
my passion and interest on my
own. I now have a full interest
to carry out my project in a
splendid manner.

Winners were chosen for this
project, nevertheless, Axcel
truly believes that all of the
students were winners in their
own way.

PBL- Malaysia
Our Homeland

The Malaysia, My Homeland Project Based
Learning Program allowed students to get to know
Malaysia in a more in-depth manner. The Year 7s
created posters about the meaning of our state
flags; the Year 8s created posters about Malaysia’s
football teams, while the Year 9s and 10s created
presentation slides about Malaysian historical
buildings and monuments. This program was
aimed at cultivating love and pride towards our
homeland in our students.
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Innovators Club
This club was set up to provide students a platform to think
out of the box. The hands-on activities that we conduct
promote innovation, creativity and engagement. Students
also infuse knowledge and skills from various fields such as
engineering and science.

AXCEL CLUBS
WED.FRI 2020

Landscaping Club
This club's main purpose is to beautify or make an
environment or a piece of empty land look better.
Students in this club had single-handedly planted all of
the beautiful potted plants and even came up with a selfwatering system!

AXCEL CLUBS
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Entrepreneur Club
This club is to nurture in students the entrepreneurial
spirit and necessary skills by seizing and experiencing first
hand exciting opportunities in the business world.
Students get to expose to the different types of
businesses through learning journeys and simulation
games.
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Culinary Club
Cooking is a craft, where students should possess whether
it is the basics or advanced methods. This club provides
students with the knowledge of cooking and encourages
them to be independent at the same time.
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ICT Club
This club is to introduce and get students to adapt to the
current technology trend, where they would play and gain
new set of skills at the same time.

AXCEL CLUBS
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Performing Arts Club
Performing Arts is a fantastic way to engage children with
fun activities whilst boosting their confidence, teaching
them new skills and encouraging team work and
development.

AXCEL CLUBS
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Philanthrophy Club
Philanthropy is to aid in the welfare of people, normally by
donation of money to different causes. Though
philanthropy can be giving back through volunteering,
holding drives, donating and similar ways to give back.
Students had the chance to get exposed to the real world
charity.

AXCEL CLUBS
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Art, Design and Media Club
This club brings out the creative side of each student,
where they are guided by teachers to create and design
plenty of different things, such as design, drawing,
photography,media and so on!
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Woo Xiao Tung 7E

Due to the pandemic of Covid-19 in March,
our Prime Minister, Muhyiddin Yassin, started
the MCO (Movement Control Order), which
means that we can’t go back to school. Thus our
school decided to hold online classes for us
students. It was tiring, but we still had a lot of
fun times during our online lessons like playing
the Jam Board, Kahoot, and many more. Poem
MCO had arrived,How can we survive?
Just stay at home Don’t go to Rome.
RMCO right now, Students going to school were
allowed;
But we should always stay safe,Before it is too
late.
Social distancing in school, Is a thing we must
do;
Always wear a mask, And complete your school
task.
Hug and shake is not allowed,
Do not get into a crowd;
Be sure to wash your hands properly,
Before you lose your property.

Woo Xiao Tung 7E

Zoey Lee 7C
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Emily and
Nikkita 10M

Yong Lin, 8P

Student
Artworks

Axcel 2020

Nikitta 10M

“ An awesome
artwork of the
Debate
Competition!”

“Surely, it is their
favourite subject and
our favourite
artwork!”

Students
ArtWorks

“Such a
creative way to
illustrate animals
in English Week!”
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We would like to thank and acknowledge all the
cooperation and support from all the Axcel students
who took their time to assist in this first school
magazine. Furthermore, we are very thankful to the
school to give such a great platform for the students
to progress and excel further. Hope every reader had
a great time reading through this magazine and
wait eagerly for the next edition. Thank you and see
you soon!
Regards,
Axcel S-Press,
Axcel International School

